
The 120 x 220mm table is milled and fitted with a fence and scale. The
solid column is chrome plated. The headstock is of die-cast aluminium,
offering a throat capacity of 140mm and 30mm travel. A chromed feed
lever operates via drive disc and ball bearing system, offering a sensitive

feed set-up. T-bars allow simple height
adjustment as well as the fixing of the
mill drill in the 20mm bore fitting. 

The mill drill collar, with scale, tilts
through 90° in both directions. 

A depth stop as well as drilled, tapped
holes for securing the KT 70 compound
table and holes to fix the MBS itself are
also provided. 
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The MB 140/S offers fine feed via the drive 
disc and ball-bearing drive.MICROMOT

System

MICROMOT universal holder UHV. 
The suction food ensures rapid fixing to smooth surfaces.

The ball joint may be swivelled in all directions. The 20mm bore
accepts all MICROMOT machines, e.g. FBS 240/E, IB/E, MICROMOT
50, 50/E, FBS 12/E.
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Universal holder UHZ
Easily clamps to workbenches and tables of up to 60mm. Alternatively,
use 2 standard screws to secure to the work surface. Zinc die-casting
with ball and socket: rotates in all directions
(even downwards). Other details as for the UHV.
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NOTE
Our technicians prefer the use of aluminium as it is clean and stable.
All fittings and feeds are machined on our ultra-modern CNC machines,
i.e. milling, turning, etc. Pure precision!

MICROMOT drill stand MB 140/S

Machine Vice MS 4

Die-cast zinc with three machined sides. The slot fits the adjustable
fence of the drill stand MB 140/S and bench drill TBM 220. 
Horizontal and vertical V-slots in jaw. Jaw width 50mm and height
10mm. Maximum clamping width 34mm.
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